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Introduction

Transcription is, essentially, translating spoken words to written words. 

The process takes time and skill, and it’s often a lot easier to mistake or 

misuse words while transcribing than it is during any other type of writing. 

Here are some tips to streamline the process, improve accuracy and 

maximize efficiency.
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How to Create an Accurate Transcription

Expect To Do All Transcriptions in at Least Three Passes

• First pass: Take down every word as you hear it. Don’t back up, and don’t worry about 

whether your punctuation is accurate.

 ◦ Difficult words become clearer with repetition. You may waste time trying to get one right  
 as it’s said, only to hear it very clearly two sentences later.

• • Second pass: Confirm all necessary words are included in the transcription (or all words, 

if it’s verbatim). Check grammatical accuracy and add speaker tags.

• Third pass: Proofread and double-check the transcript for accuracy.

 ◦ If you’re not sure about the right word, read it out loud.

 Always Look up Names

• Use additional information, such as location or profession, to find the exact people involved 

if their full names are stated in the recording.

  ◦ Even common first and last names have variations — “Brown” may also be “Browne.”

• Place names may be deceptively similar.

 ◦ You might hear Lincoln, like the city in Nebraska, when in fact it’s Lakin, a small town 
 in Kansas.

Search Unknown Words Phonetically

• Type your best guess into a search engine, then switch vowels or similar-sounding consonants 

until you get a hit.
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Tips, Tricks and Tools

Use Transcription Software

• Express Scribe, InqScribe or VLC Media Player are all recommended.

 ◦ A limited version of each software is available for free, or you may purchase a fully 
 functional version of the software at low cost.

• Each program offers features to make transcription easier, including:

  ◦ Streamlined audio handling
 ◦ Hotkey audio controls
 ◦ Foot pedal interface
 ◦ Built-in filters to improve bad audio
 ◦ Speed controls

Switch to a Dvorak Keyboard Layout

• A Dvorak Keyboard layout puts the most common keys on the home line (i.e. the vowels aren’t • A Dvorak Keyboard layout puts the most common keys on the home line (i.e. the vowels aren’t 

on the outskirts of the keyboard) — so there’s less line switching and finger movement.

• Free online tutorials help shorten the learning curve.

 ◦ Expect about a month of practice to gain proficiency.

• Dvorak layouts are already built into most Mac or Windows computers.

 ◦ Most offer the choice between left-handed and right-handed layouts, so you can set up the  
 layout  based on your strongest hand.

• Dvorak allows you to type faster, on average, with less risk of repetitive injury than QWERTY.• Dvorak allows you to type faster, on average, with less risk of repetitive injury than QWERTY.

Use Conversion and Download Tools

• Tools such as ConverterLite offer an easy transition from virtually any file format to any file 

format.

• Browser extensions like “Flash and Video Download” (available on Firefox) offer one-click 

YouTube downloads.
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Tips, Tricks and Tools Continued

Improve Speed with the “Find and Replace” Command

• Type repetitive words or phrases in your own version of shorthand, and then use the 

“Find and Replace” function to replace the words or phrases with the correct words.

 ◦ Always use abbreviations or tags that won’t appear in normal text.
 ◦ Always check the “Match Case” box in the “Find and Replace” window.

• • Example: The speaker tag “M1” may be used for the name “Maximilian,” then replaced 

with “Find and Replace” later, thus significantly reducing typing time.

If The Audio Is Clear, Use Voice Recognition for a First-Pass Rough Draft

• This requires a headset with an in-line microphone.

• The voice recognition software must be well-trained and cannot replace manual corrections.

Use a Foot Pedal

• A foot pedal gives you advanced audio control without interrupting the flow of typing.
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Transcribing With Verbatim and Timestamps

Timestamps: Use Automated Tools

• Most transcription software has a built-in copy/paste timestamp function.

• Add timestamps on the second pass so you already know where the speakers change.

Verbatim: Add in Stutters and Filler Words on the Second Pass

• Take a break before the second pass.

  ◦ The brain often skips past “um,” “uh” and other nonsensical sounds that must be included   
 in a verbatim transcription.

• Pay particular attention to stutters and repeated words.
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Get in touch...

Visit us at
Transcribe.com

Email us at
info@transcribe.com

Call us at
(877) 416-3693

33 Bronze Pointe
Swansea, IL 62226

Like what you read? 

   Follow us on Twitter        

   Like us on Facebook
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